FARM-O-RAMA

1. Each shape contains a clue.
2. Match the clues with the video stars.
3. Color the shape using the code.

Michelle = Red  Janel = Yellow  Jay = Green  All = Orange

Works with plant scientists and entomologists

Solving problems with technology and new inventions

South Jersey and Pine Barrens

14 years old and lives on a dairy farm

Helps with the water harvest

See farming as a way of life

A day of hard work equals a day of pleasure

11 years old and lives on a cranberry farm.

Many responsibilities each day

Studies disease resistant plants in college

Germination of healthy seeds

A spring-loaded stool

Needs help from bees

Our lives made better because of their work

Coco, Nugget, Dixon, Sugar, Mariah know what to do

Important products are cheese, ice cream, and butter

Favorite job is putting cranberries onto the escalator

New Jersey, the 46th largest state, is home

20 years old and a sixth generation farmer